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“To have faith is to trust yourself to the water. When you swim you
don’t grab hold of the water, because if you do you will sink and drown.
—Alan Watts

one
God Help Us.
The words, writ large in the sand, appeared on the beach after
Duncan Leland’s attention had already drifted. It was in the pink
of the afternoon, at the end of another trying day, when he should
have been attempting something spectacularly proactive to save
his sinking business, such as scrambling numbers on a screen or
gathering somber consultants around him, but instead, as was his
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was clear and blue, the water calm. The serenity of the day mocked
the economic storm raging around him. He was now, as Harvey
Storer of Coastal Bank & Trust had so coldly pointed out to him that
Products of Maine, Ltd., than the business was worth.
“True that,” Duncan had agreed, “but only at this very moment.”
“What else is there?” asked Storer.
A leveling silence washed over Duncan as his mind slowly
emptied of words. He was opening and shutting his mouth like a
closer.
“Duncan? What else do you have that might secure this loan?”
Duncan shook himself out of his trance, realizing that Storer’s
said, half-standing as he slapped pages of the loan application down
on the mahogany like tarot cards. “Look, in the spring, our new line
of fertilizer hits the market, opening a revenue stream so robust it’ll
thick with projections, but this banker, like the ones who came before
failed to overcome the devalued assets of the present, and in that
moment he saw his business begin to slide away.
He’d left Storer’s sterile cubicle in a funk and gone back to his

rust-streaked sand so inhospitable it did not even exist at high tide,
He watched the bag, alive with water, wash gently from side to side
until his own currents of thought slowed to a listless tempo. After
an empty space of time, the retreating tide abandoned both stick
and bag to the land, and his hypnotic amusement was over. Looking
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back, he was sure of one thing: There had been no one on the beach,
and there had been no mysterious message written in the sand. That
was two things, but still.
He wondered if he might have been a witness to the event if the
music hadn’t ended. He liked to keep an iPod playing on the factory

better give them some background music to divert their senses. If
nothing else, managing the sound system was one of the few enjoyable duties left to him, so when a cycle of early Beatles ended, he
turned his back on the water view to deliberate at length between
Playlist #8 (Miles, Coltrane, and Rufus Harley) and Playlist #22
(Dylan, Joni, and Steve Earle) before abandoning hope of coming to
any decision at all. He clicked shuffle in defeat and returned to his
chair. When he looked back down at the beach, there, scratched into
the sand, were the three-foot-high wobbly letters spelling out God
Help Us
water. The message faced the harbor, not him, so it didn’t appear
to be a personal accusation, more like a random act of prayer. Or
not. Worst case scenario, it was written by an employee petitioning
God on behalf of Seacrest’s. But no matter who wrote it or what the
intention was, it was a desperate message and a bad one for potential
investors, should he ever have any. It had to go.

so much from him these days, most of all an optimistic face on
Seacrest’s future. Gone, gone, gone. It was low tide now, and his
heels sank into the wet sand as he trudged toward the words, his
rubber boot, he proceeded to rub out the message, erasing the d
changing God Help Us to Go Help Us.
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“Better,” he mumbled. More ecumenical, more in keeping with
his Unitarian ancestry. Then he contemplated Us, that sweet plural
pronoun of marriage. He rubbed it out. It had been the middle of
August when Cora had asked for a little air, and here it was after
Labor Day and he still hadn’t heard back from her whether she’d
caught her breath. He stood very still, trying to quell the sour tide
in his gut. How had the solid continent of Us become the scattered
islands of him and her? They had just wanted what everyone else
seemed to have. “Is a baby really too much to ask for?” as Cora
He should have known that to have expectations was to court
disappointment. Two years ago they’d decided it was time to add to
their fund of general happiness, but nature had not taken its usual
course in the bedroom. Was it her? Was it him? Or were they just a bad
combination? But Cora, even-keeled as she was, wouldn’t let them go
solved.” And in July they began to take deliberate steps toward in
to test for volatility. He found the staff oddly humorless about the

cup in hand, locked in terror as if staring into a milky abyss. A nurse
had to wrest the container from him, and from then on his marriage
began to spiral down the drain.
The problem was this: Fertility treatment had led him to think
about the dangers of replicating his family’s genes, and those worries
began to bloom like algae in a stagnant pond. The next thing he
knew, he was debating whether it was right to bring children into
the world at all, a world so overcrowded and polluted it sat on the
brink of ecological extinction. This, in turn, led to questions about
the meaning of life itself. “When we give them life, we give them
4
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death,” he said. “What’s the point?”
That had been it for Cora. “Enough thinking,” she’d said
through her tears. “It’s time to act.” Off to counseling they went, but
they could not reach the line of salvage in that desolate terrain, with
its boxes of tissues and anatomically correct dolls stored in a milk
crate in the corner. Cora was particularly teary because she’d been
getting estrogen shots in preparation for the egg harvest. Marriage
counseling ended when he failed to follow through on scheduling
an appointment, a chore the therapist insisted they take turns doing,
a tactic that seemed like some kind of a test. He remembered the
moment he stalled out. He had been, as was his habit, gazing out of
above a distant beach. enjoy hood ice cream was printed on the
rounded sides, sending him into a smiling reverie of dripping vanilla
cones, sand buckets, and other childhood joys. “Enjoy it all,” he’d
said out loud. He continued to watch until the blimp turned inland,
but instead of majestically disappearing over the horizon as usual, it
slowly—ever, ever so slowly—dipped too close to the treetops. The
navigation bucket got stuck in the branches, and it could not move.
Engine trouble, he’d found out later. No one was hurt, but how could
he make an appointment after that?
“What kind of a world is this where a zeppelin can just fall out
of the sky?” he said to Cora. It was the day he’d gone to Portland
that week, so he was particularly shaken up. “How can we bring
a child into a world that hasn’t even mastered nineteenth-century
technology?”
Cora was as unmoved as the zeppelin. “Fuck the blimp,” she
said. She was a family therapist herself, and as far as she was
concerned, his inability to make the appointment demonstrated not
just his lack of commitment to the process but a lack of commitment
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to her and their future baby. Like a cruise ship, Cora was not easy
to turn around once she was set on a particular heading. She started
throwing ballast overboard. She sent Duncan away that very night.
“Go to Slocum’s for a few days to get your head on straight. You’re
too anxious to be around right now.”
Their relationship had been sitting in dead air ever since. But
that was not today’s problem. His marriage would have to wait in a
long line of tomorrow’s problems because today he had to save his
business. Seacrest’s was letting in water at every seam, and it was
all his fault. He had aimed too high. He should have opted for the
cheapest solution he could get away with a few years ago when the
EPA mandated the installation of pollution controls, but no—in the
spirit of the careless prosperity of the times, he’d gone trolloping to
where the woodbine twineth and borrowed too much money for a
complete modernization of the plant, making it as clean and tight as
a toolbox. The banks were crazy to loan him so much money. How
business was to process marine waste into feed and fertilizer, used
to be known, along with all the other gurry or dehydration plants on
renovated plant was almost odorless. The industry had come a long
way since his great-great-grandfather Lucius Leland’s time, when
catch—was unceremoniously dumped into the harbor, only to wash
up on shore later in the day. Lucius was originally from bustling
New Bedford, but he’d dropped anchor in Port Ellery in the name of
love for a local lass and soon saw wealth where others saw garbage.
Using the money he’d raised touring the Midwest with a sawduststuffed whale in a boxcar, he built a factory to dry and grind up the
whale. The pet food industry soon became a major buyer as well, and
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business boomed for more than a century, but in the last few decades
they’d had to branch out just to keep up. Duncan’s father developed
to the recipe after watching Cora gather seaweed from the beach for
her garden.
Kelp. He looked at Go Help in the sand, then changed the H in
Help to a K and added an exclamation point.
“Go Kelp!” he shouted, then looked around, but there was no one
to hear. Not even the gang of seagulls patrolling the water’s edge had
paused to consider his outburst. As was too often the case these days,
his words made sense only to him. Go Kelp! could be the name of his
new retail line of soil amendments, if there was a future for them at
all. Before the expensive renovations to the building, he’d always sold
his fertilizer in barrels to companies that resold the powder in small
in, some daft accountant said that the only way to recoup his capital
expenditure was to leave the safe harbor of wholesale and set out into
the deep waters of retail. Which meant more money out the door.
His marketing investment had been huge, and the product was still
not launched. Worse, competition was darkening the sky. A dehyde
their waste and was already selling eco-sludge directly to the planting
public. Another company in northern Maine was peddling lobstershell dust and getting as much play in the gardening magazines as
a dazzling new rose. He hadn’t acted fast enough in making the
transition. The words he’d overheard in a bar ten years ago, soon
after he took his father’s place at Seacrest’s, came back to him now:
“Duncan Leland run a business? He couldn’t run a bath.”
One of the seagulls bounced closer with an eye toward a blue
shell near his foot. Duncan kicked the mussel to the bird so it could
see for itself that it was empty; then, with a start, he realized that
7
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there were no footprints on the beach other than his. How was that
possible? Someone had written the words without walking on the
sand? He looked around, then up. He was lost in troubled thought
when a ship’s horn sounded, frightening the seagulls into the air with
All but one. There was always one.
The large black-backed gull had a loop of a six-pack holder stuck
in its beak and around its neck, so that the sharp plastic dug into
the sides of its face. The rest of the holder was bunched up around
its head, and two of the loops formed glasses through which the
bird stared at him with red, burning eyes. One wing hung limply by
its side, dragging in the sand. The poor bastard could hardly move
without making things worse, and Duncan knew that feeling all too
well. The kindest thing to do was to let nature take its course, but
when the bird opened its beak in mute appeal, Duncan realized he
his friend Josefa Gould again. Josefa ran Seagull Rescue out of her
backyard, a cramped space where the birds went to linger in pain
before dying. He looked up at the factory. He couldn’t see anyone
though he couldn’t see his employees, he could feel their eyes upon
him, and in his mind he heard them laughing.
Let them. Wounded animals had to stick together.

employees thought he was. He could hear Cora telling him in the
measured cadence of her profession that he was being paranoid, that
he had the love and respect of all his employees. But this was not
paranoia; how he wished it were. Ever since his father died, forcing
Duncan to move back from New York to take over Seacrest’s helm—
his older brother, Nod, having laughed it off—he felt he was not
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meeting the employees’ expectations of a Leland boss. Duncan had
arrived at the tail end of a long line of rugged, blond male specimens
who were athletic, competent, and self-assured on land and sea. He
was none of those things. Baby pictures showed him as a happy
towhead, but the years had darkened his hair along with his mood,
until both were mud-colored. Behind his back, he imagined that his
workers made fun of his coordination (faulty) and glasses (eyes too
dry for contacts). He was tall, yes, but tall in a gangly, loose-limbed
sort of way. His image was not helped by the fact that at the moment
he wore a business suit tucked into calf-high muck boots. After he’d
returned from the bank with an empty begging bowl, he was too
tired to change into his work clothes of jeans and a sweatshirt. He’d
removed his tie and tossed it up and over the ceiling fan like a noose,
then slipped off his leather shoes and put on the wellies he kept in his

no future that included a three-piece suit.
been stranded by the tide, Duncan feigned left and the bird bobbed
right. Back and forth they went, tangoing their way slowly to the
crumbling seawall where the gull could be cornered among the
debris. If the harbor of Port Ellery, Maine, was anatomical, they now
was neatly centered in the groin between two intertwining estuaries
armpits, and piney islands spread across the skin of water like raised
hives. Seacrest’s sat off the harbor’s irregular belly, in a small unnavigable loop prone to collecting trash. Blue rubber gloves and pieces
of yellow rope were dashed twice daily against the seawall, then fell
behind the dark, wet rocks. Twisted metal shrines of lobster traps
had dug into the beach to become part of the natural landscape, but
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plastic water bottles and featherweight polystyrene coffee cups were
the transient and windblown accessories. Some days the tide took it
all away; other days it left it all behind.
The gull’s options narrowed, and it turned its back to the wall,
preparing to hold its ground. Duncan removed his jacket and held
it aside like a toreador. The air blowing in off the harbor was cool,
but the warmth of the sun on his back reminded him it was still
technically summer. “It’s not over yet,” he said to the bird and moved
carefully toward it, attempting a graceful drop of the jacket, but that
required him to get so close that the gull was able to slash the tender
part of his palm with the curved tip of its beak before trundling away.
He was sure he saw people move away. Would no one come to help
him? Worse, would someone come to help and expose him as a leader
who could not even catch an injured gull? It was equally unthinkable
that they should see him walk away from a bad situation. He had to
hurry. He took hold of his jacket and, with what he considered to be
a superb show of agility, pounced on the bird. There ensued a whir
of elbows and wings, and for a moment Duncan thought he’d lost
through the wool blend of his trousers, he managed to wrap the
jacket over the bird’s head. Darkness calmed it down while Duncan
restrained its wings with the sleeves. He was breathing hard by the
time he collapsed against a barnacled rock with the neat package of
you,” he said. He readjusted his glasses, then dug around in his pants
pocket for his cell phone.
“Josefa, I’m on Seacrest’s beach with a gull for you—bring a
cage and a Band-Aid.”
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FLOAT
“…a stellar model of eco-literature…”
— Cape Ann Beacon
“…witty, profound, and beautifully observed…”
— Margot Livesey
“Hart’s Maine landscape is rich with eccentric characters…
— Mameve Medwed
“[Float] is all of these things: joyful and troubling, hilarious
— Stefanie Freele, Necessary Fiction
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The Dayaks of Borneo worshipped Jata, the Watersnake goddess.
Together with the Hornbill, Mahatala,
she destroyed the Tree of Life and created the world.

— from Ngaju Religion: The Conception of God Among a South
Borneo People by Hans Scharer

Hatching Day

M

eg Yancy kept a picture to remind herself where she and
Jata began. The picture wasn’t of either one of them; it
was of the history of the relationship between Komodo
dragons and humans.

dragons. They called themselves adventurers, without any irony, and
they were on a King Kong mission to capture the biggest lizards in
the world. Zoos all over Europe and America had just heard of the
Komodo dragon, and everyone wanted a piece of the action, all of
hemisphere. In other words, it was the typical feeding frenzy Meg
always read about whenever some new, crazy species splashed onto
the pages of the trade journals.
What made this story different was that the Komodo kings—
those much-hyped, little-understood predators—didn’t go quietly
into that dark cage. They beat the men who hunted them, and no one
saw it coming.
When the men landed on the island, the dragons didn’t attack
them. Despite what recent headlines suggest, Komodos don’t
regularly eat people. Humans taste bad—ask any shark. The dragons
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didn’t run or hide either; it wouldn’t even occur to a ten-foot-long,
three-hundred-pound dragon to hide from some smelly, chattering
mammals.
The men baited them with bleeding goats, trapped them, made
the local villagers bind their jaws and legs, and measured them to
make sure they were the longest, most impressive specimens to send
back to the Western zoos. They loaded the dragons in wooden cages
onto their ships, then kicked back in their cabins, sipping whiskey,
The dragons broke free.
They smashed their cages to boards and splinters, ran past the
shocked crew up the stairs to the main deck, and jumped, leaping
overboard with a splash that must have sounded like “No fucking
thank you,” and dove through the dark waters to swim home.
They couldn’t have made it. The dragons had escaped in the
middle of the ocean with no land in sight. All of them died of hypoThe point was that they died free. They died unbeaten.
Eventually the humans got smarter and found ways to contain
the animals during the long trip and deliver them to all the zoos.
Jata’s ancestors were among the captured ones. Now, as a keeper,
Meg tried to make the cage bearable for the ones who weren’t lucky
enough to escape and die free.
Zoo of America and walked inside, Meg went straight to the picture
she kept taped up on the wall. It was from around 1910, as near as
in an American zoo. The dragon sat in a small, metal enclosure with
no food, no water, and no chance for escape. After weeks at sea, that
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and saw what a hundred years could do.
Through the viewing window, Meg could glimpse a sliver of
the ten-foot rock wall that circled the habitat. A large swimming
pond took up the far side of the space, and various trees and shrubs
internal heaters to keep their surfaces toasty warm, perfect for after-

job was to get that dragon out.
She unlocked and opened a window on the holding room’s
airholes—and dropped in the backside of a chicken, minus some
feathers and guts. Re-locking the window, she walked to the other
creaking motion inside the wall signaled that the door had opened,

through the lead glass. The metal cooled a circle into her stomach
through the uniform, and her breath fogged the window. One second,
two. There was no reason to step inside to call her when the chicken
would do all the work. Komodos could smell carrion two miles
across the Indonesian savannah; a forty-foot distance would be like
shoving a piping hot pizza in Jata’s face.
The pool and basking rocks were empty, so Meg focused on the
cave, which wasn’t really a cave. The rock outcropping that supported

cavity tucked underneath the constant stream of visitors.
That’s where Jata appeared.
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copper running to green. Her square snout protruded out from the
tongue to her eyes, which darted immediately to where the mini-door
lunges, Jata broke into the open space in dead pursuit of a free lunch.
This was the best part, watching Jata walk. Did those European
a Komodo dragon? Jata walked diagonally, one foot in time with
the opposite hind leg, in a sweeping, swaggering motion. Her tail
pumped out behind her like a three-foot-long, bone-encrusted
rudder, stirring up dirt and leaves and even a few wadded-up napkins
in her wake. Sweep, swagger, she walked. Sweep, swagger, and even
though her head bobbed up and down in time, her eyes never moved;

the clicking of claws on wood, the rustle and brush of scales against
slammed the lever down. She had to be quick. Even sleepy, Jata liked
to grab the bait and wriggle back out before she was trapped.

The few visitors strolling down the Reptile Kingdom path cocked
their heads and waited to see if Meg would do anything interesting.
Behind bars, humans were just as fascinating as animals. Without
breaking stride, Meg scooped up the napkins and chucked them up
into the walkway. At least napkins were biodegradable. Freaking
people used the turtle pond as a wishing well, and then they had to
4
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do surgery to pull $1.85 out of the turtle’s stomach. The visitors, a
couple of teenagers holding hands, rolled their eyes and kept walking
after a quick double-check of the keeper’s entrance to make sure the
coast was clear, Meg clicked off the radio on her belt, turned on the
As a juvenile, Jata had scampered in and out of this place freely,

the whole place was so hidden—but then the dirt started mounding
up at the sides of the rock, along with all the loose bits of gravel
and sand, just like an avalanche waiting to happen. It was natural
enough for a Komodo to make a burrow. They used them to conserve
of their best skills, and every once in a while on Komodo Island
someone came across a dead dragon that had suffocated under the
weight of its own ingenuity.
Meg crawled into the cave, military-style, and began packing the

quiet work, not too bad for anyone who didn’t get that buried-alive
nightmare. From here, it was hard even to hear the humming of the
building generators. The world shrank down to just the dull thwacks
of the shovel, the smell of mossy soil, and the sweet curl of sweat
trailing from her temples to the corners of her mouth. She worked
her way around the cement circle and was checking the perimeter
one last time when something broke the silence.
“Yancy!” The voice was distorted and distant. She switched the
“Yancy, I know you’re in there. I can see your keys on the ground.”
5
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Shit. She must have dropped them before crawling inside. The
oomph than
anything Chuck could belt out.
There was just enough room to scoot around so she didn’t have
her elbows and knees, the light burned her eyes. She paused at the
and wary.
“What the hell are you doing under there? I didn’t even know
that was open space.”
Antonio Rodríguez’s voice came from directly above her, so
concrete, and steel towered over her, a bumpy landscape that seemed
round splotch breaking the horizon of the railing like a black sun.
Antonio was just a silhouette, totally eclipsed by the light streaming
in from the arching skylights.
“Yeah, it’s open under here. Is that all?”
“You look like a prairie dog.”
Dirt sifted out of her hair and landed on her nose as she
shrugged, but she bit down on the sneeze. No need to hand him any
more satisfaction.
“You playing tourist today, Rodríguez? What do you want?”
“Don’t you have someone watching your back under there? Or a
safety harness or something?”
She pulled herself the rest of the way out of the cave and stood
up, arms crossed. Antonio was the head veterinarian, a tall, dark,
handsome pain in the ass. When he wasn’t working his Latin heartthrob angle on some hapless intern, he was using the zoo as his
personal laboratory to grab as much industry attention as his endless
studies could get. Now, lounging over the railing, he looked as if
6
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it were Sunday afternoon at the horse track and he had a winning
whiter than his lab coat. He knew he’d caught her, the bastard.
“Do I look like I report to the veterinary department?” She
grabbed her keys from the ground and started walking back to the
keeper door. “Go piss off. I’ve got an irritated Komodo to release.”
She fumbled with the ring, looking for the key with the sticker of
a Chinese parade dragon, the tiny tumble of yellow and red that stood
out from all the other keys, and hollered over her shoulder. “Aren’t
you supposed to be working? Injecting monkeys with microchips or
analyzing bat shit or …” Found it. As she slid the key into the lock,
he stopped her with a word.
“Meg.”
Yancy—or
Yance in a hurry; the dragon keeper around newbies; Miss Yancy
when he was being a smart-ass; and Queen Bitch when she was the
smart-ass and he thought she was out of earshot. Any of these names,
She spun around, her jaw dropping. The knowledge punched her
in the gut with a breath-robbing, giddy certainty. Antonio leaned
farther over the railing, practically dancing now. He looked as if he
“Really?”
He nodded. “Just now. I had to tell you in person. Come on, let’s
go.”
to the wood that sent out the sweet stink of blood and rancid, postgetting impatient. Meg leaned over the airholes, holding her cheeks
to keep the smile from breaking her entire face apart.
“They’re hatching.”
7
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Meg had never seen so many people jammed into the nursery
before. The room was no bigger than her kitchen, and at least a dozen
bodies lined the walls. Every keeper and vet intern she’d ever seen
in the hallways wanted a piece of the party, all of them clamoring
above heads and around shoulders for a look at the incubator and
the three Komodo eggs that lay inside. Meg tried not to turn around

When she and Antonio had arrived, it was already crowded, but
he’d just grabbed her hand and slogged through the crowd straight
to the back of the room. A couple of chairs were set up around the
machine, but she couldn’t sit. She stood with her arms crossed,
“Hey, down in front,” someone said.
“Piss off. Where were you for the last eight months?” She didn’t
even bother to see who it was. They were all bandwagon freeloaders,
lazy kids fresh out of college who’d rather play voyeur than take care

her leg with the back of his pen. “Play nice.”
“Why?” she grumbled. “None of them rotated the eggs or
monitored the temperature and humidity of the environment. They
stimulants.”
“I wouldn’t admit that in public, Yancy. People might get jealous
of your fascinating life.”
A few people snickered behind them.
8
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Gemma Perkins, Meg’s fellow reptile keeper and the only one
com units. “How’s it going in there?”
“The same,” Meg replied, without glancing away from the incubator. When her eyeballs started to itch and water, she rubbed them
with her wrist.
The egg that had started the entire circus was at the front point of
the three-egg clutch. Hairline slices ran diagonally from its base up
a tiny sliver of black. All eyes in the room, some with more success
than others, strained to focus on that one slice of space. Meg could
practically feel a dozen people’s breaths pulsing around it, like some
creepy fan club waiting to witness what some of them insisted on
calling a miracle.
As the minutes ticked by, no more slices appeared in the shell.
The tiny Komodo remained invisible underneath the crack in the

feet. Meg tried to ignore the worry circulating in the air behind her.
“Why did he stop?” someone murmured, but no one answered.
It was the second time today that Meg had stared into a black
void, but this was no cave. She couldn’t crawl inside and make it safe
or do anything that would ease the hatchling’s way into the world.
For this journey, he was on his own. Somewhere inside that blackness he’d grown a single, serrated tooth for this sole purpose—the
shell tooth. Once he struggled free of the shell, the tooth would fall
out, spent.
The shell tooth was at the front of the hatchling’s mouth on his
top palate. Meg’s own tongue now pushed at the same spot, focusing
the tension toward the only point in the entire world that mattered
right now. The pressure in her mouth spread into her skull, seeped
9
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the rushing void of a seashell that silenced everything else inside
the room. It brought the Komodo kings back to her mind—what the
roar of the sea must have sounded like as it rose to meet them, then
the cold press of water that welcomed them into the nether region
between life and death. The hatchling was crossing paths with them
to be born.
At that moment, the crack in the egg ripped open.
The entire room shouted. Meg’s jaw stung from the sudden
release, and she grabbed someone’s hand, squeezing the palm into
pulp.
A long slice of shell, the size of a carrot, fell off the egg and
revealed the underside of a wet jaw and part of a foreleg. The jaw
moved, glistening under the incubator lights like a pearl, and thrust
itself up through the hole. Suddenly his whole head was visible, a
yellow and green crown no longer than two inches, and his slatted
eyes blinked open.
room. People laughed and hugged one another, pushing forward for
a better look at the zoo’s newest baby. Meg took it in, dumb with
surprise. Were these the same people who grumbled alongside her
every day, bitching about management, long hours, low pay, and the
humiliation of being replaced by little pieces of plastic? It was as if
they’d collectively shed some itchy, brittle skin and slithered out into
the summer sun, as unrecognizable as the crazy pounding of her
own heart.
Without warning, Antonio swooped over to wrap her into a huge
bear hug and twirl her around. The antiseptic on his clothes stung her
eyes and pricked tears into their corners. She protested and shoved
him off, grabbing the chart out of his hand so she could look away
10
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and dry her eyes.
“April ninth,” she said as she wrote down the date.
Antonio looked at his watch. “Five-fourteen.”
For a split second, they both paused and stared at each other.
in the history of the Zoo of America that Meg Yancy and Antonio
Rodríguez shared a moment in which neither of them sneered or
split open. Only a handful of people in the world had ever witnessed
a birth like this. It was the beginning of a life that shouldn’t be. No
one inside or outside of this room was ready for Jata’s babies, but here
they were anyway, severing everything in her life into the distant,
messy before and the impossible, triumphant now.
Meg and Antonio grinned at each other, then he grabbed his
chart back, scribbling like mad. She bent down toward the hatchling,
by the two eggs that hid his sleeping brothers.
There was a hypnotic glaze over his black eyes, that cloudiness
knew that look. He was gathering his strength. He was getting ready
to change everything.
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Today, people are blind. Our age is less introspective
than the previous. We worry neither for the small things
nor the large things but rather for the now things.
In order to observe her closely, one must make amends
with solitude. Not by walking alone but by approaching her
with a singularity of mind and the purest of intentions. She
delights in our awe, when we come to her without vanity
in the wings of the swallowtail as she soars with a melanfor an audience that somehow is lost on those who can no
longer see the smallest things. Does she wish for sun? It
is wrong to assume she has disconnected from us. Each
time grass, or newly snowcapped mountain, she sees.
To be human is to be a part of nature. To feel separate is
to be the anomaly. In her presence we feel the sorrows
1
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of modernity fall away like the chrysalis giving way to
time. In her presence we feel once more hers, a thing
belonging—simultaneously a child and an elder.

time to look up and cannot let go of modernity, why would

are maps to worlds unseen. They are cartographers and
pollinators. When the forest and soil are healthy, they
are, too. Adults lay their eggs on one kind of plant. The
caterpillars eat that one kind of plant. They mummify

mineral-rich rainwater collecting on the ground. If the

them, and watch the health of the forest and land. When
ingly, as though its wings are attached to invisible thread
that some unseen puppeteer is pulling, we can also see
the strength of those living things around it.

its life with wings tattered like sails, still searching for
nourishment, we may come to a greater understanding of
what connects us all. Even battle-scarred, we all still seek
all life is connected: Insecta, Lepidoptera, Mammalia.
The insects beneath your feet are managing the earth on
which you walk. The trees you pass are providing food
2
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and shelter for hundreds of living things in addition to the
shade they provide you and your home. The bees busy

pretty is one of their lesser engagements. What we
choose to notice about these connections differentiates
us as a species. Perhaps many of us no longer see her
see ourselves.
0 COMMENTS
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Vic

W

hen Joe Balestrieri landed a solid right on Vic Singh’s nose,
the entire student body of Cobalt High probably heard the
crack. The sound echoed in Vic’s ears as his face went hot, stomach
dropped, tears gushed, and copious amounts of blood splattered the
front of his T-shirt as well as his assailant’s.
pocket of his corduroy jacket and felt for something. Then, relieved,
he balanced himself against the lockers so he wouldn’t faint. The
blow had loosened the patka that enclosed his unshorn hair; it fell

of gum. His braid tumbled halfway down his back, a precursor to
an imminent turban-wearing future. The length of his hair shocked
even Vic as he stood with it naked to the world. He could have
dodged the punch and prevented a broken nose; he actually thought
seeking missile—follow the trajectory to his face. But Vic was more
Vic spit blood, and the crowd of rubbernecking students ooh’d
and ahh’d, then moved closer. The pain from his septum sped through
his nerves and reached his toes. This had been the worst day of his
life, and at that precise moment, he wondered why he’d gotten out
4
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of bed at all. It had begun with a freak rainstorm that had drenched
him on his walk through the abandoned industrial park on his way to
school. He’d taken refuge under a gathering of trees.
what it would be like to grow four inches and be able to stare down
into his soulless eyes. It wasn’t fair. Vic was just trying to get by,
like everyone else, but Joe had singled him out long ago with tired

had to have a weakness. Today Vic’s eye for an eye and the whole
world’s blind T-shirt had ironically attracted Joe to him like a huffer
to an open jar of glue.
Joe laughed, though he took a few steps back.
Vic would get his revenge. He wouldn’t react carelessly. He’d
craft a plan that would show up Joe in the end. If he couldn’t best him
with strength, he’d take him down with his brains. Like Batman, who
his day, he vowed to himself.
He adjusted his nose and realized that this already large feature on his face was now even larger from the swelling. Vic had his
father’s nose. It was a sometimes trunk-like proboscis, depending on
the time of day and allotment of shadow. His mother had told him
time. These rulers, she said, were conquerors who led their people to
victory. Vic had never learned more about these rulers, their names,
or their empires, so his mind had constructed disembodied kingly
faces with enormous noses, lips with wide moustaches, and heads
with heavy crowns. Vic’s eyebrows, soft as tufts of rabbit fur and
bushy like the wool behind the ear of a yak, were also the exact eyebrows that framed the moon-shaped face of his grandfather, Sardar
5
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Harbans Singh. Vic knew this only from photographs; his grandfather lived in India, and they had never met. But here, now, on this
North American continent in the tenth month of the year, the vessels
that kept Vic’s beak alive were bringing forth a torrent of blood.
put her hands over her mouth.

For once Vic was thankful for the robust size of his nose, as he
assumed the size allowed a particularly shocking amount of blood to
magnetism. He’d never cut his hair, because kesh was one of The Five
patka to keep his hair neat and clean. Or
something he called Engjabi that was halfway between English and
Punjabi. He uttered words that no teacher could translate when he
alphabet looked like an apple and the second letter could be turned
into a bumblebee if doubled on its side. Or perhaps it was the fact that
his father made him follow the traditions of Sikhism when most kids
of the seventeenth century. Every time his parents were called into
the school to discuss matters pertaining to Vic, they defended their
son passionately with more foreign words like
and jhuthá,
points of their family’s culture, or that they thought what was being
said was mostly untrue. Vic thought they’d set him up for the worst
thing any teen could endure—difference.
One of Joe’s friends pulled him away from the sight of Vic’s gore.
6
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Balestrieri had to say something. He didn’t know that Vic wasn’t
even 100 percent Indian.
Joe’s racial slur made Vic’s face burn with an unearthly desire
to defend his culture, his father’s religion, his mother’s heritage, and
his grandparents’ existence. But he would not throw a punch. He
imagined what his father would want him to do: Vic would let out a
war cry—“Jo bole so nihal!”—and with juggernaut speed he would
charge Joe and hit him, dead on. Then he’d unsheathe his knife and
stab Joe in the gut. But in this reality, Vic simply smiled at Joe with

Joe walked away with a sneer, and Vic stared at his back; he hoped
that Joe spontaneously combusted. Paranormal scientists would use
Joe’s remains for proof of the phenomenon and add Joe Balestrieri as
a footnote to a contemporary version of the De Incendiis Corporis
Humani Spontaneis. Vic imagined them standing over a glass table
that was lit from beneath, each holding a different scalpel or knife
while they pieced together what little was left of Joe’s adolescent
combustion. Vic laughed because he imagined that would be all Joe
would amount to one day—a pile of volatile organic garbage.
took Vic by the arm. The gym teacher, Mr. Smith, grabbed Joe as he
without saying a word.
him go into the bathroom to clean up. After he closed the door
behind him, he opened his jacket once more and retrieved a very
blue luminescent scales sparkled. Vic puzzled over the markings and
the difference between the left and right forewings and hind wings.
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This inconsistency made Vic uneasy. He analyzed the antennae.
Looking more closely, he realized that it was not moving as much as
Cobalt High on a pile of dead leaves. It had appeared injured then,
but he assumed if he got it home he could give it some rotten fruit or
salt water to revive it. But now, noticing its broken antennae, he felt
the need to rush home to get it under his microscope. The previous

were akin to majestic glass windows, with shades of burnt orange,

it had barely moved while Vic observed it.
This one, though, was different from anything he’d ever seen.
The left and right wings were slightly dissimilar in shape. It was
so very fragile. Science usually offered Vic comfort because it
explained the world. But this—this was unexpected, and the sight of
it made him anxious.
He sighed, folded a large piece of paper towel into an envelope,
threw his favorite one, now bloodied beyond repair, in the wastebasket. Then he twisted his long braid on top of his head and wrapped
the dusty patka around it before exiting.
Ms. McClasky, the nurse, handed him an ice pack and said, “Sit
looked into his nostrils. After she packed them with gauze, she said,
Vic’s wandering eyes landed on a poster on the corkboard to the
yearbook contest. art, photos, all
submissions considered. win $20 and see your art on this year’s
inside cover!
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and, well, bask in her honey-colored aura.
principal, Mrs. Cohen, whose disapproving look spoke volumes,
entered the room.

Vic’s thoughts turned to his father, who, in his mind, was
didn’t break his
opponent’s nose.
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I

watch as the corpse is hoisted up over the side of the steep precipice
in a black wire cage attached to a hook on a crane.
I haven’t felt my consciousness this fragmented by dread
since my best friend leapt to her death from this very same cliff.
Charlene Pryce was her name, but I called her Charlie. She nicknamed
me Emerald.
Now, almost twenty years later, I remember her last words to me:
“I’ve got to take my chances.”
Did this dead girl take her chances, too?
Ay, Dios mío, suicide.
It keeps happening here, again and again.
My horse, Sam, snorts and hoofs the dirt beneath us. He wants to
gallop. It’s a perfect night for a ride, with the hint of pungent California
sagebrush between the molecules of warm, balmy air. This ride was to
be a sensate voyage on my trusty steed, but it’s become a sojourn to
hell: bright white forensic lights, rigor already setting in.
How old is she?
Sixteen? Seventeen?
Like Charlie.

Cher Fischer

My eyes sting.
My friend’s death still hurts, even after all these years.
I blink, try to re-focus, adapt myself to the present, but the morbid
crush and curl of this girl is nearly overwhelming. It’s obvious that the
one-hundred-foot drop to the boulders and frothy surf below broke
her limbs, and even though she’s been meticulously placed by the Los
still bends at a disturbing angle. I squint through the glare of lights and
see that beneath the mass of wet, gold-streaked hair covering her face,
the vertebrae in her neck must be pulverized: A tiny portion of her
chin peeks out from the tangled locks, revealing a jaw that’s hanging
all the way down to her breasts. But what’s most garish—yet what I
stretchy top, it’s as smooth as satin. Not even a tiny scratch mars its
pale surface. There’s also something dark and twisty wrapped around
her thin, bare waist.
I can’t make out what it is.
I look away.
I want to cry, release the tension. The kind of stress that comes with
being immersed, at times, in this ancient ritual of manifested psychic
pain. I’ve treated a few patients with suicidal ideation. These days,
however, self-destruction seems a growing consequence of attempting
I’m talking about people. But also animals, birds, even insects.
Sound bizarre? Yep, it does.
But true.
Case in point: the wild bees. In the past month, I must have seen
hundreds pitching down onto the street, the sidewalk, any kind of
pavement.
Why?
Or what about the dolphins, four days ago, in the Santa Monica
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Bay? It was a large pod—eleven of them, to be exact—young and old,
like diligent soldiers following one another up onto shore, lying there,
gregarious smiles withering in the sun.
Why?
There are also the countless stories of sparrows, starlings,
blackbirds, even seagulls, falling from the sky, a hailstorm of winged
life, landing dead on the ground.
Why?
I’m a psychologist with a specialty in ecopsychology—in other
words, a green shrink—I should have some insight about these horrible
things.
But I don’t. Not really. Not now.
I turn back to the Los Angeles CSI, working with our small-town
PD, and the LA news media as they run to the dead girl in the black
cage that the man behind the yellow crane sets with a jangled bump
onto the parched grass, and they swarm her—like bees.
There they are, in my mind again.
Bees. Dolphins. Birds. Suicide.
Charlie.
Bloody, bloody Charlie.
Why was poor Charlie’s sad, broken body so bloody? And this
girl’s is not?
I shake my head.
I don’t want to know.
I don’t want to be immersed in this one. I need to think about
something else. What I really need is a frivolous thought before I start
obsessing on the past.
Sure …
How about I narrow my mind down to a fraction of its value and
think about my current situation with … men.
muy guapo, very good-looking man. But I
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refuse to give him more credit than that, even if he’s Latin, like me.
Or like a part of me. I’m Latin and Irish. A fabulous mix, I say. My
dad, on the Irish side, would have said the same thing. So would my
second-generation Latina mom. As for my Salvadoran abuelo, or
grandfather—I’m not sure what he’d call me. But there’ve been plenty
of others to describe me with cutesy clichés, such as: passionate talker,
volatile communicator, hot-blooded MacMama.
Stop.
sometimes I must.
I glance at the dead girl, wince, and once more turn away.
Okay.
What about the man?
He’s played me, again.
Probably just moments after this girl with the pale, smooth skin
plunged to her death.
My twelve-year-old palomino and I were taking our usual twilight
ride on the upper bluffs of Majorca Point, an enormous, sweeping
Beach Harbor and Hermosa Beach. I was breathing in the warm
glow of sunset, scarlet tendrils of the day’s last light fanning above
a shimmering turquoise sea, and I allowed myself to go into a trance
because, very simply, I can. Ever since I was a child, I’ve been able to
understand what I need and want, and what I don’t need (but sometimes
desire), by “fusing” with the earth’s life force.
Maybe I receive messages from the Goddess Gaia?
I like to think so. Anything’s possible.
But tonight, the reality of it is I had nary an ecological thought
in mind but to clear my psyche of its own toxicity: the man. Mr.
Gabriel Hugo García, local TV news superstar for the Latino global
news organization KLAT. I only rode Sam down the hill because I
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was practically assaulted by a KLAT news chopper that turned out to
be headed to this tragic cliff-side location. Its whirling blades caused
horse and had to grab the horn of the saddle as if I were on a bucking
onslaught of wind, dirt, and dry chaparral.
I coughed, spit out the dust.
Angry, I wondered, “Is García on that chopper? I’m gonna give
him some attitude. His transport could have killed me.”
Now, amazing, or not so amazing: There he is.
I know it seems coincidental.
But out here in the natural-born ether of Majorca Point, even
though we’re only thirty minutes from downtown LA, we’ve strived
to retain our wilderness so that, among other things, a preternatural
symbiosis can occur. That’s my ecopsychological take on it: When
nature’s integrated into the human experience, things get intense. They
get meaningful.
Hmmm. Right on cue.
García. Scrumptious as ever.
Even at a suicide.
probably contrived.
I nod and give Sam a pat on his neck, feeling better.
The worries about our species, other species, killing themselves,
throwing it all away, have gone, and I can focus on something doable.
Like moving on.
Then I feel disgusted with myself.
And that’s when I see it.
A large, glossy picture of … Charlie.
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orange double railing made of thick metal tubing that’s supposed to
keep the jumpers away from this highest peak on the Majorca Point
peninsula. It was installed by the MP city council after Charlie died.
But the deterrent’s never worked. Sadly, on average, we see about a
half-dozen suicides a year. Majorca Point has even been referred to as
an LA version of the Golden Gate Bridge.
I shake my head and continue to stare at Charlie’s headshot.
Again, it’s nearly twenty years ago—she’s sixteen, smiling with
the vivacious energy of a beauty, her symmetrical face surrounded by
silk roses. If I squint, I can see chicken wire wrapped tightly around
the large picture to hold it in place.
This is impossible.
Tears pulse down my cheeks.
No … no.
Sam whinnies a warning.
I’ve been with him since the day he was born—which could be
why he always senses my distress.
I wipe fast at my face.
García’s walking over, ducking under the yellow-and-black crimescene tape to where Sam and I stand in the shadows, near a picnic
table, at the edge of the small, adjacent park. García’s every move
is a testament to smooth. He extends his palm, a round, unwrapped
peppermint in his hand, as if he’s planned this rendezvous—the paleSam takes back his warning.
He’s been bribed.
He eagerly takes the candy.
Sam loves candy. And Gabriel Hugo García.
“Hola, Dr. Esmeralda Green.”
“Hi, Hugo.” I take one more wipe at my face, trying to give the
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impression that my thick, shoulder-length, strawberry blonde hair was
whipped across my eyes by a nonexistent breeze, then rub the tears on
my jeans.
He looks up at me, his black-as-onyx hair curling around his wide,
like a feral cat’s hunting orbs, and they glimmer in the high beams of
the vast array of lights as he chides, “Will you ever call me Gabriel?”
“I won’t,” I answer with an uncomfortable huff.
This has become one of our opening conversations over the past
year I’ve known him. There are others, but this might be the most
profound because I refuse to associate him with a celestial being, and,
even though I’m not Catholic—my religion born more in the wild
ambiguity of the soul of the wind and the sea than a church—I do
know, for certain, that Gabriel Hugo García is no angel.
He asks, “What are you doing here?”
I emit nonchalance. “I’m just out for a ride. What’s going on?”
He responds, “Do you know something about this?”
As usual, he’s answered my question with one of his own. It’s a
professional gambit, a TV journalist’s strategy. But two can play that
game …
I ask, “Who’s the girl?”
His cat-eyes twitch in annoyance. He can’t go much further
without disclosing … something.
He answers, “Her name’s Abigail Pryce. She took a fall off this
cliff. I don’t have a timeline yet.”
Hugo’s tone turns ominous. “Do you know this girl?”
My voice is calm. “I don’t.”
It’s true. I can honestly say I’ve never met her before.
But I have met her voice …
I heard it this morning.
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It was her wistful voice on my phone.
Just like Charlie’s.
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Our wills and fates do so contrary run.
— William Shakespeare, Hamlet

Part One:
Lithia, Again

One

T

hey call it a runner’s high, a sensation of euphoria
experienced after a certain distance, usually a very
long distance. Some runners must travel six miles or

more before feeling it. But me, I feel that high every moment
my worn old running shoes touch the ground.
Since I was eight years old I’ve been a runner. Not a jogger.
A runner. I was always the fastest girl I knew and, during
junior high, faster than any boy I knew. I ran cross-country at
West Houston High, and I won state during my junior year. A
scholarship to a major college seemed all but inevitable until
my dad backed the car over my left foot the summer before my
senior year. It’s funny how quickly dreams can be crushed. Just
as easily as my left foot.
The community college didn’t have a running team, not
that it mattered. I was too busy waiting tables and tending

bar to have the time anyway. My foot eventually grew strong
again, and I ran on my own when I found the time, usually late
at night. Running was the only thing that kept me sane and out
of trouble. I wish I had been running during that last night in
Houston.
But because I wasn’t, I guess that’s why I’m running now.
Though not in the conventional form. I’ve been on the run,
moving from town to town, scrubbing floors at truck stop restrooms to pay for meals, sleeping in homeless shelters, keeping
an eye open at all times. Never fully sleeping. Never relaxed.
Being on the run is different from running. For one thing,
on the run, there’s no such thing as a runner’s high.

!
It is late in October when I arrive in Lithia. A woman in a
huge white pickup truck with a white dog named Kitty on her
lap gave me a ride north from Redding. She told me about the
jerk who left her last month for a younger woman. She told
me you can’t pump your own gas in Oregon, not that I’ll have
to bother either way. She told me that people get lost in these
parts; they pull over one day to check out the scenery and they
never come back. She shoves ten dollars in my hand as I climb
down from the cab.
“Be careful, kiddo,” she says. “This town is full of crazies.”
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I watch her pull away and realize that I forgot to thank
her. Her gift is the only money I have. Ten bucks won’t buy me
a motel room, so I begin looking for a place to sleep the night.
I try to remember Lithia, searching the recesses of a
child’s memory. The town is in southern Oregon, so small and
so close to the state line that if you’re driving south on the
interstate, you can miss it entirely and not realize it until you’re
in California. A speck of a city clinging to the forested legs of a
sprawling wilderness of trees. People call Lithia “quaint.” They
come from all around to see shows at its theaters. But I have a
different reason for coming here.
I was only eight when I left Lithia, and maybe that’s why
I have no memories of the town, or maybe it is just too dark
tonight. There is no moon above, or if there is, it’s denied viewing by the low-hanging clouds. I can see the beginning of the
hills behind the small town square. Houses rising up, growing
more expansive as the hills stretch into the white mist.
But the town square is well lit and lively with couples
and young people milling about. Families, their little kids
leashed to their hands; some older couples, retired and practically living at the theater. People my age, dressed in fatigues
or batiks, hair knotted and dreadlocked, beards down to their
chests, rings through their ears down to their shoulders. Music
drifts down from the second floor of an old brick building. I sit
on a bench and let the music calm me.
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People look at me as they pass. I don’t look like anyone
here. I’m not quite a hippie, not a young mom, not a college
student. I’m not one of the runners who comes here for training in the mountains; I’m not a theater buff. I don’t fit in, even
though I’m probably one of the few people who was actually
born here.
There’s a pizza shop on the edge of the square, and I spend
half my money on a slice and a large coffee. I don’t normally
eat pizza but right now I’m so hungry I could order an entire
pie. Yet I resist. I have to make the money last. Hunger is a fact
of life now, and there’s nothing to do but ignore it.
Same with the cold. When I left Houston, I didn’t have
time to pack much. Working my way through community
college, I didn’t own much anyway. And back then, there was
no need for a jacket, not in the heat of the summer.
I headed for Austin, where I lied my way into a bartending job, adding two years to my life and saying I was twentyone. Drunk men staring at me in my requisite low-cut tank top
and jean shorts was a small price to pay for tips. It was the tips
that had kept me in school back in Houston, and I got over the
indignity of flaunting what I had for strangers a long time ago.
Not that I have much to flaunt, with a runner’s build, but I do
have good legs.
Austin was a paradise. The bar owner was a salty woman
who had inherited the bar from her ex-husband after he
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died—“He forgot to change the will, bless his dumb old heart,”
she said—and every night after closing she walked me back to
my motel room, waiting till I was locked in safe before going
home herself. I risked working there for a few weeks to save
up money, but in the end it was still too close to Houston, so
I moved on. I found a homeless shelter in Lubbock. Then one
morning, after I woke up on my cot with a smelly man rolling
back and forth on top of me, I left the state of Texas for good.
I headed north and then drifted west. As summer slipped
into fall, I picked up a sweatshirt in Colorado Springs, a hoodie in Reno.
I didn’t realize it at first, but from the very beginning, I
was headed home. To Lithia.
So here I am, and though I’m wearing every piece of
clothing I have right now, still I’m frozen through. I move to
a spot that’s close to a flamethrower—a woman with a baton
burning at both ends. She’s wearing a long, gauzy skirt, and I
worry about it catching fire until I see a fire extinguisher next
to her tip jar. I look at it with longing, all those bills and coins,
but there’s a guy sitting really close, and I’m not sure I could
steal from her anyway.
The flames don’t offer enough heat to keep me warm, so
I stand and start walking again. I enter a park just off the town
square and walk past a duck pond. I hear a creek running. A
couple, hand in hand, pass me, and then I’m alone in the dark-
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ness, invisible. But I welcome it. I’m tired of the eyes that seem
to judge me, take pity on me. Or worse. This is why I used to
run at night, in spite of the warnings against it. Nobody could
catch me anyway, I always believed. And I was right—nobody
ever did.
I find a bench and consider making this my bed for the
night. There’s a public bathroom just beyond. Maybe I can
withstand the cold. Maybe. Then I notice the sign on the bathroom building.
WARNING
Recent bear attacks
Proceed with caution
Avoid park after dark
My stomach clenches, triggered by a childhood memory
I’m not expecting yet always dreading. I quickly turn around
and escape the darkness of the park.
I return to the pizza shop and spend the rest of my money
on pizza so that I can sit in the warmth, with all the good
smells of pizza bread and the familiar smell of spilled beer.
I take a table next to the window so I can watch people pass.
I’ll have to leave eventually—then what? Even if I find
a homeless shelter, I don’t want to spend the night there. I’m
tired of shelters and their rules and the men who inevitably
sneak into the women’s dorms. I don’t like bunk beds, and I get
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claustrophobic when I’m lying in a room full of cots, listening
to everybody breathe around me. Lately I’ve been looking for
hiding places to sleep, places tucked away and warm, where
nobody can find me or bother me. Where I can be alone.
The pizza shop closes, and I’m back on the street, now
much emptier, quieter. I keep walking and find myself in a
crowd of people, hundreds of them streaming from wide-open
doors.
It’s a theater, and I bask in the warmth of the crowds,
probably the only person here who doesn’t mind getting
shoved around, bumped into.
I push against the current and into the theater. People
everywhere, coming and going and talking and cleaning up. I
work my way down a flight of stairs, then another, seeking out
the quieter areas. One door leads to a dark room, a closet. I
wait. It’s warm here, and I sit on my fingers to warm them up.
Soon I’m able to move my toes again.
An hour passes, or maybe more. When I finally open the
door again, all is quiet, and I venture out. I wander through
the dark hallways, guiding myself along by feeling the walls
stretch out in front of me, until they curve around and up and
I find myself in the theater, tripping over a row of seats and
looking down on the stage, barely lit by little floor lights.
The stage is made to look like a bedroom, and I walk
down the steps, pausing every so often to make sure I’m still
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alone. I step up onto the stage and stand above the bed. It’s
real—it has a soft mattress and a bedspread, even if there aren’t
any sheets underneath. I look around. Still alone. There’s a fake
window that’s darkened out, a nightstand, a mirror. When I
look into it, I see a pale face, a ghost of a girl. Her hair is in a
mussed-up blonde ponytail and she looks hunched over and
worn out and grubby.
But she is smiling, even if it looks as though she’s forgotten how. She knows she’s about to get the first good night’s
sleep she’s had in months.
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Part I: Bycatch

When the land has nothing left for men who
ravage everything, they scour the sea.
— Tacitus

Angela

The Clouds of Magellan illuminated the white bellies of penguins crossing up ahead. Most stood at the side of the road and
-

for half a mile to the vast empty parking lot where tourist buses
and taxicabs disbursed their cargo during the day. Angela continthe prickly quilambay bushes and the cavelike penguin burrows.
horizon of the South Atlantic Ocean. A gust of wind nudged her
-
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ant glow. She looked for the telltale lights of passing ships but saw
nothing but the stars.
He should be back by now.
The last she heard from him was a week ago. He was off the
-

-

But perhaps she would see something to explain his absence.
A star crested the horizon. She watched patiently as the light

stomach tighten.
from view. Angela sat down in the cold dirt and waited. A penguin
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hugged the ocean.

form a nest.

anniversary.
But the penguin standing silently next to Angela would have
no reason to sing this year. Of this she was certain. It was simply too late. The females that would arrive had long ago arrived.
to disappear back into the sea.

imagine the latter. He would stand by that empty nest until the end
a new mate. An empty nest rarely stayed empty for long. Angela
don’t award grants to answer those types of questions.
He should be back by now.
5
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Robert

screen from the armrest of his business-class seat. He was not
tracker—a cartoonish map of the Gulf of Mexico with a little

the symphony of snoring bodies in the darkness around him. But
he rarely slept in public. On those rare trips when his body did reand alarming neighbors—a side effect of a life spent constantly
attendant would awaken him to stop his shouting—a side effect of
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something worse.

and forty-three minutes watching a little white plane inch its way

his night light.
The light did not bother the woman passed out in the window
seat next to him. If only she could have stayed awake a few hours
longer. Dina. A cute but unnaturally tan woman in pink sweats.
She was a model from Dallas on her way to Argentina for breast
implants.
They’re cheaper there
were served. And the surgeons are world class.

used. She ran a hand through his dark hair. He ordered more
drinks. He said her before breasts looked perfect as is. She gave
him her business card and invited him to Dallas to test drive the
after.
8
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puter had fallen asleep. He checked to make sure Dina was still

partner for the duration of the assignment. Robert didn’t want a
-

told her. Though they were all in the business of keeping other

perhaps all too well.
ories returning. He could see the slowly undulating horizon of ice

tabular iceberg. He left the engine running and stepped onto the

wind in response.
to see the tops of his boots bathed in blue water. The iceberg was
9
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descending. He hopped onto a neighboring berg and called her
-

hands gripping his shoulders.

Robert reached for a water bottle. He wiped the perspiration from
his face. He sat up and noticed the blinking eyes in the darkness
Dina. “I’m sorry.”
tending to read sales reports.
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Angela

Angela watched her assistant extend the goncho

number on the stainless steel band wrapped around the penguin’s

-

assistant—You say assistant, I say wingman
the classroom and eager for an unpaid adventure. Too young still
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gravel road to the research station. And it wasn’t much of a republic restroom they shared with the tourists who stopped to pay
their admission fees and to shop for postcards and key chains.
Magellan in the sixteenth century when the Europeans were busy

process of updating. The Magellanic species was the largest of the
dominant feature the black upside-down horseshoe mark on its
white belly and a circular white stripe that curved up either side of
its neck to its eyes. Each penguin had a different pattern of black
spots on its belly that tourists often mistook for dirt. This was not
the penguin to inspire movies or stuffed animals—it was not as

jackass penguin.

black-andwhite
-
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numbers were entered once and never again revisited. Tagging a

thousands and thousands of nests.

“Sounded like an engine. A boat engine.”
Angela looked up and tilted her head back and forth.

when they discovered a red-dot bird.
tagged the year it was born and hadn’t been seen since. Young
penguins typically spent four to seven years at sea before they
reached breeding age and returned to their colonies. Yet not all
Angela and the other naturalists knew more about them than about
any other tagged bird—and they still wished they knew more. But

always felt like a family reunion.
But she was beginning to hope that this bird was not a red
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searchers to pass on their knowledge and skills. Once they found a
of feathers around its eyes.
would be one less thing he needed to learn from her. One less
her at all. Not that he’d ever needed her to begin with. The life

she did not harbor any illusions about having children—the birds
were children enough—but she did have her illusions about Doug.

select her assistant and set out for the day’s assignment. Doug was
the other assistants were still cocooned in their sleeping bags or
brushing their teeth in the public restroom. She knew by now not
ing her attraction onto Doug. That he was simply an early riser did

covered a red-dot bird.
She looked at Doug and nodded.
“Kick ass!” Doug leapt to his feet and unloaded his brown
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goncho
she had been giving him free reign with the birds. He was so passionate that she could not have refused him the opportunity. The
-

to keep them around. Her life was a migratory one—six months
-

-

awkward creation was now between her two straining hands. She
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Shelly had waited four weeks before letting Angela handle

to have a handsome young man spending the day with her. She
wanted to be the person Doug would remember for the rest of
his life. The woman who taught him everything. The woman who
said yes.
Hold the bird

Firmly. Mind the

beak. Grab the neck.
Doug had been bitten so badly he had to be driven to Trelew

as Doug tore what was left of his hand away. It was like a Chinese
his left hand.
But Angela got what she wanted. He never forgot that day.
Now Doug used the goncho to pull the bird out of the hole

bird could not swing around and bite his arm. Angela slid the strap
scale. Then Doug let go.
in circles. Angela read the weight aloud; Doug entered it into the
notebook. Then Angela grabbed the bird and held him between
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calm.
the head and prying the beak apart. Angela snatched her hand
back. The bird squirted out beneath her knees and retreated to its
nest.
beginning to bubble through the crevices and soak through the
fabric.

Doug froze.
let that bird go anywhere.”

science.
blown backward. She felt her body pushed forward by the stamspeed over hundreds of miles of nothing.
Then she saw him.
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belongings in all directions.
of crunching shells in her ears as she neared him. He was facebeard. The waves washed over his legs. She grabbed his arms and

from a deep sleep.
“You were in the water.”
-

leaned on her until they reached sand. She saw smears of blood

“I’m wet.”
“You’re bleeding. You need a doctor.”
“No doctors.”
“But you’re bleeding.”
“There are people looking for me. People who wish to hurt
She drew away from him. He had the look of a merchant
marine—a reddened face that rarely saw sunscreen and lines on
18
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his forehead and cheeks from a life spent squinting. He appeared
used a haircut six weeks ago. He looked her up and down in a

She glanced down to discover the source of all that blood.
Her ragg glove was saturated and dripping. She felt the sting of
to see it empty.

“Penguin.”

pain in her hand.
Now was the time to return to camp and notify the authori-

what Angela would have done. She detested all nationalities of
tourists and trespassers.
Yet this man was neither. He was wet and shivering and
needed her help. And she had a soft spot for strays.
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